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This epic motorcycle journey includes the following:
Services of ride leader
Services of Mechanic (a mechanic is not necessary 
qualified)
Services of Medic (a medic is not necessarily a 
doctor or paramedic)
Services of support vehicle
Plus much much more……..

We hope you enjoy the read

INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Compass Expedition’s “South America 360 Degrees” info Kit. Within 
these pages you will be introduced to one of the world’s most amazing continents. 
This kit will detail everything you need to know to participate in this exceptional 
ride. Read on and dare to dream.

A LITTLE ABOUT THE EXPEDITION
This is a one of a kind journey that will circumnavigate the entire South America 
continent, from the steamy jungles of the Amazon to the frozen wonderland of the 
far south of Patagonia; no other ride can claim such an immense diversity of 
cultures and landscapes. 

Beginning in Santiago we shall ride south through Patagonia passing advancing 
glaciers, snow capped peaks, absolutely stunning Andean national parks and a vast 
empty and silent landscape before reaching Ushuaia. From the worlds most 
southern city we ride north to the vibrant city of Buenos Aires and then on the 
greatest waterfalls on earth at Foz do Iguaçu before riding the legendary Costa 
Verde coastal ride into one of the most iconic cities of Rio de Janeiro. From Rio we 
ride North West following the gold trial visiting wonderful colonial cities before 
we reach the Atlantic. We ride the Atlantic coast stopping off at fantastic 
beachside towns steeped in tradition and history, this is an area rarely visited by 
today’s package travellers. Into the Brazilian heartland we reach the mighty 



Amazon River at Belem situated at its mouth. For five days and five nights we 
shall sail up the Amazon watching as the sun dips over the canopy of trees and 
raging thunder storms crash over the forest, it is epic stuff. Disembarking at 
Manaus in the heart of the Amazon we shall spend a few days out in the rainforest 
with indigenous tribes before riding onto Venezuela. At Cuidad Bolivar we shall 
fly to Angel falls and watch as the water tumbles nearly a kilometre into a lagoon, 
the scenery around here of flat topped forest covered mesa’s known as Tepui’s is 
absolutely incredible, some of the best in south America. We shall cross into 
Colombia and ride some of the most mountainous landscapes of the entire 
expedition. Forget a few hours of twisties we shall spend a few days riding twisties 
through this beautiful green country. Most of our ride leaders for our South 
American rides hail from Colombia ensuring us a safe and authentic view of 
Colombia. Finally turning south again we shall cross the Equator in Ecuador and 
follow the Peruvian coastline south visiting remnants of ancient civilizations en-
route to Lima. We are in the Incan heartland now and a visit to Machu Picchu is 
included but not before we visit the world’s deepest canyon of Colca to watch the 
giant Condors and take a flight over the mysterious Nazca Lines.  We shall visit
Lake Titicaca on our way into Bolivia before stopping at the world’s highest city of 
Potosi and the incredible salt flats around Uyuni, an amazing experience. Crossing 
into Chile we shall cross the world’s driest desert of the Atacama and then ride the 
coastal road to La Serena before riding into Santiago where we left 125 days earlier 
and celebrate the end of a truly exceptional journey.      

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS

Chilean Lakes District
Seven Lakes Ride, Chile
Torres del Paine, Chile
Ushuaia, world’s southernmost city
Puerto Madryn for sea life viewing
Buenos Aires, one of the world’s most cosmopolitan cities
Foz do Iguaçu, 275 waterfalls
Riding the Costa Verde, world famous coastal ride
Rio de Janeiro
Colonial city of Ouro Preto
Salvador, second biggest party after Rio carnival
Belem, situated on the mouth of the Amazon
Sailing up the Amazon River
Amazon Jungle trip
flight to Angel Falls and Canaima National Park, Venezuela
Los Llanos Wildlife Park, see the giant Anaconda’s 
Riding the incredible Colombia with the locals
Crossing the Equator in Ecuador
Ancient cultures of Huanchaco, Peru
Nazca Lines
The amazing Machu Picchu



Lake Titicaca
Once the worlds wealthiest city and still the highest, Potosi, 
Bolivia
The hallucinogenic salt flats of Salar de Uyuni
Wild west town of Tupiza where butch Cassidy and the Sundance 
Kid met their demise
Adobe town of San Pedro de Atacama, Chile
Valle de la Luna, in the Atacama Desert

EXPEDITION ROUTE

WEEK ONE
Departing Santiago we shall ride south on the Pan American 
Highway before reaching the stunning Chilean Lakes 
District centred around Pucon. Our first dirt shall see us 
cross into Argentina and ride onto the spectacular Bariloche 
surrounded by alpine forests and snow capped peaks. We 
enter Patagonia now as we ride further south toward Esquel, the terminus of the 
legendary Patagonia Express. We now ride the famous Ruta 40 as we round the 
week off at the remote and authentic Estancia La Angostura, where we will enjoy 
a real Asado, (BBQ) 

WEEK TWO
Continuing on Ruta 40 through Patagonia the Andes 
become larger and larger at days end we are in the midst 
of the mightiest mountain range on earth. Two nights 
are spent at the magnificent El Chalten nestled at the 
foot of the Fitzroy range. We spend another two nights 
at the unbelievable Moreno Glacier a massive wall of 
advancing ice that terminates in a lake. Back in Chile three nights are spent at one 
of the most scenic parks on earth, Torres Del Paine. Riding amongst these
immense mountains surrounded by epic scenery is truly biking nirvana.    

WEEK THREE
We shall ride back into Argentina and cross the 
Magellan Straits before entering the southernmost city 
on earth, Ushuaia. This beautiful city is nestled on the 
banks on the Beagle Channel where Charles Darwin 
made his voyage and Tierra del Fuego lies just south of 
the city; we ride to the very end of the Pan America 
Highway. We now turn north and ride through the vast emptiness of Patagonia 
before stopping off at Pt Madryn where we spend a day riding this amazing 
peninsular viewing a wealth of sea life, we might be lucky and spot whales.   



WEEK FOUR
Leaving Pt Madryn we shall ride further north before 
riding into Buenos Aires where we shall spend three 
nights. This vibrant city is one of the greatest in South 
America and certainly the most fashionable; we shall 
catch a tango show here and visit the wealth of sights 
within the city, including La Boca, the colourful port 
precinct and also the Macarena Stadium. Continuing north we shall reach the 
most amazing waterfalls in the world of Foz do Iguaçu, we shall see the rising mist 
and hear the thunder long before we see the falls, all 275 of them.  

WEEK FIVE
Two nights shall be spent at Foz do Iguaçu allowing us 
ample time to visit the national park that surrounds the 
falls. This is one of the premier sights of South America. 
The expedition now turns towards the Atlantic Ocean
where we eventually reach the coastal township of 
Paraty. This UNESCO listed town is stunning with its cobblestone alleyways and 
traffic free streets. Paraty is surrounded by over forty islands; we can enjoy a day 
off the Brazilian coastline on a schooner. We shall ride what has often been 
described as the most beautiful coastal road in the world, the Costa Verde before 
reaching one of the worlds most iconic cities of Rio de Janeiro  

WEEK SIX
We start this week in Rio enjoying all the iconic sights that this 
city has to offer as well as a cable car to Pao Azucar where we 
can see incredible views of the city and the ocean. Leaving Rio 
we shall ride west to the colonial town of Ouro Preto. This gold 
rush town has retained all of its old word charm and is 
absolutely stunning, we shall pend to nights here allowing us 
time to soak it all in. Back on the Atlantic we shall travel north 
visiting fantastic coastal villages before reaching the old slave 
city of Salvador. This place has an amazing past and its 
inhabitants still celebrate this past enthusiastically 

WEEK SEVEN
Continuing north we shall stop off at wonderful Atlantic 
Coastal villages such as Olinda and Praia Pipa where our 
bungalow accommodation is atop a cliff overlooking the ocean. 
The riding here is wonderful and unhurried as we ride through 
the tropics. We shall spend two nights at Praia Pipa and Canoa 
Quebrada allowing us to fully explore this region of simply 



horse ride on the beach or relax at a beachside restaurant with a refrigerated 
coconut or fresh Lobster. The week is finished off at the amazing landscapes of 
Ubajara, inland from the coast

WEEK EIGHT
We are now riding into an area rarely visited by the 
package tourists. Sete Cidades is an amazing 
collection of rock formations weathered over 
millennia. We shall arrive at the bustling port city of 
Belem situated on the mouth of the mighty Amazon 
River; it is here we have a break from our bikes as we 
board a boat to sail up the Amazon River. These are some of the most relaxed days
and nights one can imagine. During the day our boat is under constant siege from 
indigenous people of the jungle that row out and board to sell there produce from 
the rainforest, its an amazing encounter, and at night we watch as storm clouds 
crash over the tree canopy of the Amazon Jungle and the setting sun turns the 
skies a brilliant red, its epic stuff.

WEEK NINE
Week nine begins as we near the biggest town on the 
Amazon River, Manaus, we shall unload our bikes and ride 
into the city centre and touch base with civilization again 
after fives sailing up the Amazon River, it’s a true adventure. 
From Manaus we shall camp out in hammocks with the local 
indigenous people deep within the rainforest. This is a great 
introduction to the lives of the indigenous people of the 
Amazon Basin, don’t worry we are very well catered for. 
Guided walks into the jungle, canoe trips into the flooded 
forests and Piranha fishing are all part of this experience.

WEEK TEN
Back on our bikes we shall ride north and out of the Amazon 
Basin as we enter Venezuela. We shall ride onto Cuidad 
Bolivar where we catch a light plane to Canaima National 
Park home to the highest waterfalls on earth, Angel Falls. 
This region is believed to be the Lost World featured in 
Arthur Conan Doyle’s book of the same name. The scenery 
here is some of the most amazing in all of South America. 
We stay beside a lagoon fringed by palms and fed by twin 
waterfalls, truly beautiful. The week shall end as we ride 
into the capital of Venezuela, Caracas. 



WEEK ELEVEN
Departing Caracas we will ride due west for the city of 
Merida. This city lies at the northernmost extremities of 
the Andes Mountain range; two nights are spent here 
allowing time to explore this lofty city. From Merida we 
will continue west until Llanos National Park. An 
excursion in the morning and evening will give us the best 
opportunity to see the amazing diversity of wildlife in the 
flooded waterways of this park. It is also home to the 
Anaconda and we are almost guaranteed to see one. Our 
nights can be spent fishing for Piranha and eating them, 
they are very tasty. Leaving Llanos we shall arrive at the 
Colombian border at Cucuta.

WEEK TWELVE
On entering Cucuta we shall meet with 
our guide who will accompany us 
through this beautiful country. Riding 
here is like nowhere else on earth. 
Forget an hour or so of twisties the 
entire country of Colombia is a series of never ending twisties. The scenery is 
breathtaking with the immense Andes all around and the lush green of the 
countryside. A large majority of our South American ride leaders are from 
Colombia and we shall get to see this country from behind the scenes staying at 
some fantastic locations. Our time in Colombia is only brief as soon arrive at the 
border town of Ipiales before crossing the equator in Ecuador, we will try the 
water flow trick on the Equator to see which way the water falls down a sink, you 
may be surprised. En-route to Quito we shall stop at the indigenous village of 
Otavalo, famous for some of the finest and most kitsch craft markets on the 
continent. 

WEEK THIRTEEN
Two nights will be spent in Quito before we ride back 
down into the Amazon basin at Banos. Banos lies at the 
foot of an active volcano and the streets are all marked 
with an evacuation painted line for when she blows and 
it has, recently. We shall cross the Andes and ride onto 
the beautiful colonial city of Cuenca, home of the 
Panama hat, no it’s not Panama. We shall cross into Peru 
and ride onto Huanchaco, on the Pacific Coast, home to 
the ancient cultures of the Chimu and Moche peoples 
who were responsible for the UNESCO listed Pyramids of 
Huacas Sol y de la Luna and the magnificent mud city of 



Chan Chan. Leaving the Pacific for a time we shall ride into the Andes for some 
epic mountain scenery with snow capped peaks all around before reaching Peru’s 
capital of Lima. 

WEEK FOURTEEN
We shall enjoy some great restaurants in 
Lima and absorb some of the ancient history
of the Conquistadors as we do a city tour. 
From Lima we shall be riding the stark yet,
amazing coastline as we arrive into Nazca 
home to the famous Nazca lines. A flight is 
organised to view these mysterious lines 
etched into the desert floor. We are in the 
Incan heartland now and spend a night at Pt Inca, as small bay that gets pounded 
by the Pacific; it was from here that Incan runners ran across Peru with fresh fish 
to Machu Picchu. The riding along the Peruvian coast is absolutely stunning as 
massive sand dunes threaten to engulf the road that clings to the sides of the 
mountains. It was this road that BMW featured in their 2006 BMW R 1200 
release. Leaving the Pacific behind we shall ride onto the “white city” of Arequipa 
nestled at the foot of two dormant volcanos. Arequipa has arguably South 
Americas finest plaza de Armas. The week is drawn to a close as we reach the 
exceptional Colca Canyon, the world’s deepest canyon and home to the giant 
Condors. It is within these mountains that the mighty Amazon Rivers starts its 
journey to the Atlantic. This ride crosses the highest pass for the entire expedition 
of just over 5000m/16500ft.

WEEK FIFTEEN
From Colca Canyon we shall ride into the 
Andes riding the back road to Cusco, this is an 
extremely rarely visited region of Peru as no 
public buses go here, we are seeing what so 
few others get to. Arriving into Cusco is like 
stepping back into the Incan kingdom. The 
old town is built on clearly visible Incan 
foundations and the Plaza de Armas is 
magnificent. We shall ride the Incan Sacred Valley stopping off at numerous Incan 
ruins before reaching South America’s best known and most spectacular 
archaeological sight of Machu Picchu. This sight never fails to wow visitors and 
the setting for this incredible place is nothing short of staggering. Eventually 
departing Cusco we will cross another lofty pass of La Raya en-route to Puno on 
the shores of the highest navigable lake on earth, Lake Titicaca.



WEEK SIXTEEN 
We shall visit the amazing Uros floating reed islands out 
on the lake, they are exactly that, floating islands,
composed of reeds, people still live here and standing in 
one spot for too long will ensure a soggy experience. 
Leaving Puno and Peru we enter the high Altiplano of 
Bolivia at an average height of 4000mt/13200ft. We spend 
two nights in La Paz nestled under the snow-capped peak 
of Mt Illumani, allowing us time to visit the incredible 
Witches Market and the Valle de la Luna. From La Paz we 
shall cross the Altiplano and reach Potosi once the world’s 
wealthiest city and still the world’s highest city. An eye 
opening, still operational, mine tour is organized. It’s a magnificent ride across the 
Andes again from Potosi to the township of Uyuni. It is from Uyuni that we visit 
one of the worlds the most amazing landscapes, the Salar de Uyuni. This is the 
biggest salt flat on earth and the experience out on these flats is completely 
surreal, it must be experienced to be believed.

WEEK SEVENTEEN
We ride south through the badlands of Bolivia 
through scenery reminiscent of the American 
wild west. Arriving at Tupiza we can see the 
last bank that Butch Cassidy and the Sundance 
Kid were going to rob however the Bolivian 
Army tracked the duo down and shot them just 
out of Tupiza before they could attempt a hold-
up. We once again enter Argentina and ride 
through fantastic multi-coloured canyons and mesa’s before arriving at the 
beautiful city of Salta. We shall cross the Andes for the last time at Paso Jama and 
enter Chile before riding into the Adobe oasis town of San Pedro de Atacama. We 
spend two nights here allowing us to explore the surrounding Atacama Desert, one 
of the worlds driest. The restaurants here do not have roofs as it hasn’t rained in 
over 400 years. Riding out of the Atacama Desert we reach the Pacific coastline for 
the last time and overnight at the fishing village of Melijones.

WEEK EIGHTEEN  
This is it, the final week of this epic circumnavigation of South 
America. We shall continue south along the extraordinary 
Chilean Coastline that is hauntingly beautiful yet incredibly 
stark. A night will be spent in the beautiful fishing village of 
Bahia Inglesia, where we can watch as the blazing red setting 
sun seemingly dips into the Pacific. We shall spend two nights 
at La Serena allowing us to visit the wonderful Elqui Valley 
dotted with Pisco distilleries or visit the observatories that are 



situated here due to the incredible clarity of the skies. Our final ride will be into 
where it all began, Santiago. After 125 days we shall have completed what so few 
others have ever done, ridden around South America, 360 Degrees  

TOUR SCHEDULE
The schedule above is a guide only and we will endeavour to remain faithful to the 
itinerary. However, in an expedition of this magnitude, things sometimes go 
wrong, events that are completely beyond our control, border strikes, landslides, 
road closures, surly border guards, even being forbidden to ride a motorcycle into 
a city (it has happened) all may have an effect on our expedition. We will 
endeavour to get back as per itinerary as quickly as possible. The final decision as 
to what course of action to take lies with the Compass Expeditions crew.

A day in the life…….
No two days are the same, nothing can be assumed but we do follow a certain 
routine. Each morning we arise at a reasonable hour and have a filling breakfast 
before going over the days ride. You will be fully briefed the night before of our 
next destination, route to be taken, road conditions, sights to see, and things to do. 
Depending on location, availability and need we will first fill the bikes before 
riding out toward out next destination. Arriving at our overnight destination we 
perform minor safety checks of the bikes as well as any routine maintenance that 
may be needed before having a shower and a cold beer or wine. 

Weather
We shall be leaving Santiago mid February and will be anticipating good weather 
as we ride south towards Patagonia; a little rain should be expected. Riding north 
we shall be hitting warmer weather especially in Brazil, rain generally appears in 
the afternoon and is usually short-lived. We can expect tropical conditions as we 
venture into the heart of the Amazon. The climate shall become dry to hot as we 
reach Venezuela.  Riding into the Andes we can expect cool nights and temperate 
days. The weather shall be cool to cold as this expeditions draws to an end back in 
Santiago, Chile. In summary ALL weathers conditions need to be planned for. 

Road Conditions
The road conditions vary wildly on this expedition. From the wonderful pavement 
of the Pan-American Highway through Chile to the long gravel stretches of the 
legendary Ruta 40. We can expect dirt tracks through the Andes and narrow badly 
damaged paved road through the north of Brazil. It should be expected to that 
every type of road surface will be encountered excepting sand, there is very little 
of this.

This ride is completely achievable by anyone with motorcycling experience. At no 
times do we include extreme moto-cross style riding, we always chose the least 



difficult option and the majority of riding is very easy although there will be some 
challenging sections, particularly in Patagonia.

ACCOMMODATION
Hotels
We use hotels for a large portion of this expedition, 
usually 3 to 4 far in standard, however on a very few 
occasions we must use very basic accommodations as 
that is all that is available. We have chosen our hotels 
for the location, friendly staff and uniqueness. The 
accommodations are as varied as the landscapes we ride 
through, from hammocks on the Amazon River Ferry, hostels in Patagonia, 
wonderful lakeside log cabins in Chile and fantastic hotels in Brazil.

Camping
There is NO camping on this expedition

ARE YOU UP TO IT?
The rider
The rider should have at least two years experience on riding large motorbikes; 
this however is not a “set in concrete” requirement as 
we realise that riding skills differ from person to 
person. The rider does, however, need to be confident 
with a larger bike and confident in his/her abilities to 
ride safely in foreign countries that have a slightly
different view of road rules than what we may be
accustomed to. If carrying a Co- Rider, this expedition is not the time to find out 
you are not comfortable with it.

The Co-Rider
The Co-Rider needs to have experience in riding as a pillion and have confidence 
that they can handle some long days on the saddle on 
some very ordinary roads in sometimes inclement
weather. On the more difficult sections co-Riders have 
the option of riding in the support vehicle, (space 
permitting).

IN CLOSING
It is in the nature of this expedition that you will at times be tested. Their will be 
times that people will feel exhausted, dirty or simply frustrated. A flexible attitude 
is paramount as is a good sense of humour and above all a tolerance for things that 
can and do go wrong, as well as an acceptance of other peoples and cultures that 
are completely removed from ours. A willingness to work as a team for the general 
day to day running of the expedition and to “muck in” is essential. The more you 



put in the greater the sense of achievement at the end. If you are intolerant to 
riding dirt roads, sometimes lack of choice in food available and the inevitable 
breakdowns then for your own sake please consider if this journey is for you. It is 
paramount that all clients are aware that this expedition is 125 days in length and 
as such you will be away form family and friends for this time.

The points below are critical and you need to posses these qualities for your 
own enjoyment

ARE YOU?
Good humoured
Tolerant
Accepting of things that may be different
Willing to help out for the success of the expedition
Have the drive to keep going when everyone else has long since given up

Great then read on!!
If you choose to ride one of Compass Expeditions bikes you will be riding the new 
BMW F 800 GS or R 1200 GS These bikes comes from a stable of the world’s finest 
touring bikes and as such we have chosen them for our epic “South America 360” 
ride. Unencumbered by luggage these powerful bikes are ideally suited for the 
demands of riding this challenging expedition around the entire South American 
continent.

Additional Accessories for Compass Expeditions bikes
Crash bars
Aluminium Bash Plate
Top box
Radiator protector
Barkbusters

BRINGING YOUR OWN BIKE
There is no doubt that just about any bike could feasibly attempt such a journey, 
but for the sake of the expeditions success we must insist you leave your step 
through 50cc at home. Bikers will insist that they and they alone have the most 
suitable bike for doing the “South America 360”, they could be right, but we have 
compiled a “by no means complete” list of the bikes we have owned over the years 
and that would be more than capable of completing this expedition. Please be 
aware below is not a definitive list

Suitable bikes
BMW R 1200 GS or any BMW in the GS Range
HONDA TRANSALP/ DOMINATOR/ AFRICA TWIN
YAMAHA TENERE
KAWASAKI KLR 650



KTM 990 ADV or 690
TRIUMPH TIGER
APRILLA PEGASO 650 TRAIL, CAPONORD

Modifications that need to be considered
At least 650cc
Range of at least 400ks/ 250miles
Have protective equipment such as crash bars, aluminium bash plate, headlight 
protector,
Barkbusters
Top box for personal day use items
Bike alarm and/or disc lock
Heated hand grips
GPS unit
All bikes must be in a roadworthy condition and in excellent mechanical order. 
We reserve the right to refuse participation for any bike we believe simply won’t 
make it; the timely success of the expedition is our priority. Contact us on 
info@compassexpeditions.com for any questions concerning your bike.

BIKE SHIPPING
All shipping is included in the expedition cost, these
shipments include:
Your home port to Santiago (Valparaiso)
Amazon River Freight barge
Santiago to your home port  

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What do I do if my bike breaks down?
If your bike breaks down we will endeavour to fix it ourselves or get it to a point 
where it can be fixed, all repair costs are borne by the client (only if client owns 
bike). We have never been “stuck” unable to proceed and the locals are masters at 
getting broken down bikes going again.

Do I need to bring my own spares?
Yes you do need to bring a basic list of spares with you, suitable for our bike. Your 
spares need to include, Front fork seals, head stem bearings, wheel bearings, front 
and rear sprocket and drive chain, clutch and brake lever, mirror brackets, brake 
pads, this is for new bikes, and if riding an older bike you will be familiar with 
what you need however please contact us at mick@compassexpeditions.com for 
more info. Our support vehicle will carry all your spares. Please request a full list 
of spares if needed.

What about tyres/tires?
Tyres can be difficult to get and certainly expensive we require that you bring 2 x 
off-road rear tyre and 2 x off-road front tyre. Your tyres should be new at the 



beginning of the expedition. Contact us with any questions you may have 
regarding your tyre choice.

What about servicing?
There is a decent BMW dealership network in South America and we have 
scheduled two major service points for this expedition at authorised BMW
dealerships, (if you are on a BMW). These service points shall also be the same for 
other brands but please be aware not all bike manufacturers are represented on 
this continent. These service points will be in Buenos Aires, Argentina and Lima 
Peru. If a service is needed earlier or later we shall arrange that on your behalf. 
Service costs for your own bike are at you own cost. It is important to note that 
some of these dealerships have nothing in the way of spares. Any issues with your
bike MUST be notified to your crew ASAP so that we can arrange repair sourcing 
of parts as far in advance as possible.

Will it get stolen?
Hopefully not, it’s a long way to walk. Seriously though, theft is an important 
consideration. We park our bikes at secure bike/car parks that are under 24 hour 
guard or inside the hotel property whenever in a city. No bike will ever be left out 
on the street in full public on any occasion, overnight. A disc lock and/or 
immobiliser are required. Theft is not something to stress ourselves about; with a 
little care your beloved bike will be safe.

How do I get to start/finish point?
Easy, we can assist you with your flight requirements, if needed. There are dozens 
of Airlines that have direct connections to Santiago de Chile including other cities
within South America.

Can I get my bike insured?
Good luck, we have never met an insurance company that will go near you once 
you mention that you are taking your bike overseas, but at least give your insurer 
a call, miracles may occur.

Do I need a Carnet de Passage en Douane if bringing my own bike?
No, Ecuador dropped the requirement for a carnet and was the final country in 
South America to do so, no matter what people may say a Carnet IS NOT required 
for any country we travel through in South America. 

What about visa’s?
This depends on where you come from but for most nationalities travelling to 
South America is a visa free experience. The exception to this rule is Brazil which 
does require a visa for a lot of nationalities; we can assist although it is a very easy 
process. Please visit our FAQs page for our Visa guide on our website for more 
info.



What about vaccinations?
We highly recommend that you speak with your doctor and/or check out the 
World Health Organisation website at www.who.int/country and have a look at 
their excellent International Travel and Health book, available online. In Australia 
visit the Australian Medical Centre website at www.traveldoctor.com.au or phone 
1300 65 88 44. For our U.S clients visit www.cdc.gov/travel/ and for our U.K 
clients go to www.doh.gov.uk/traveladvice/ for travel health recommendations in 
general go to www.mdtravelhealth.com

WHATS INCLUDED AND NOT INCLUDED

WHATS INCLUDED WHEN RIDING A “COMPASS EXPEDITIONS”
BIKE?
Equipment
BMW F 800 GS or BMW R 1200 GS
All mechanical spares, servicing, repairs and tyres/tires
Top box for personal day use items

Expedition support
Services of ride leader, mechanic and medic
Support vehicle to carry all luggage, (two bags per person), spares etc
Motorcycle third party insurance
Satellite phone

Daily on road costs that we include
Airport transfers
All accommodation of a generally 3 to 4 star standard
One bonus night accommodation
One group dinner each week
All breakfasts on every day of expedition
All ride day picnic lunches
Ferries and security park costs



Excursions and entrances
Entrances to all national parks as mentioned on itinerary
All entrances to historical sights as mentioned on itinerary
Off bike activities such as Machu Picchu, boat excursions, glacier trips etc
City guide, (this is for city guide only, if extra guiding is asked for by client, 
such as “take me to a good bar or a BMW dealership”, this is at clients costs)
All museum entrances as mentioned on itinerary

Other stuff
A medical kit on support vehicle
Comprehensive pre-departure booklet
Daily briefings on route and destination

WHATS INCLUDED WHEN RIDING “YOUR OWN” BIKE?

Shipping
All shipments to and from your home port

Expedition support
Services of ride leader, mechanic and medic
Support vehicle to carry all luggage, (two bags per person), spares etc
Motorcycle third party insurance
Satellite phone
Mechanical support if needed

Daily on road costs that we include
Airport transfers
All accommodation of a generally 3 to 4 star standard
One bonus night accommodation
One group dinner each week
All ride day picnic lunches
All breakfasts on every day of expedition
Ferries and security park costs

Excursions and entrances
Entrances to all national parks as mentioned on itinerary
All entrances to historical sights as mentioned on itinerary
Off bike activities, such as Machu Picchu, boat excursions, glacier trips etc
City guide, (this is for city guide only, if extra guiding is asked for by client, 
such as ‘take me to a good bar or a BMW dealership”, this is at clients costs)
All museum entrances as mentioned on itinerary
Please refer to the end of this document for a full list of inclusions



Other stuff
A medical kit on support vehicle
Comprehensive pre-departure booklet
Daily briefings on route and destination

WHATS NOT INCLUDED WHEN RIDING A “COMPASS BIKE”?
Visa’s
Fuel
Meals not mentioned in “inclusions list”
Sleeping bags
Traffic fines
Repair and/or recovery costs to Compass Expeditions bike for loss or damage 
caused by negligence or failing to heed ride leaders directive
Medical costs, it is a pre-requisite that all clients have comprehensive medical 
insurance that covers for riding a motorcycle over 650cc in foreign countries.
Activities not mentioned on the itinerary
International flights
Personal spending money

WHATS NOT INCLUDED WHEN RIDING YOUR BIKE?
Visa’s
Fuel
Third party insurance which we arrange for you
Servicing of your bike, repairs and transport costs to repair point (if needed)
Meals not mentioned in the “included list”
Sleeping bags
Traffic fines
Repair and/or recovery costs 
Medical costs, it is a pre-requisite that all clients have comprehensive medical 
insurance that covers for riding a motorcycle over 650cc in foreign countries.
Activities not mentioned on the itinerary
International flights
Personal spending money

WHAT YOU NEED BEFORE GETTING ON THE PLANE!
Personal documents
All documents must be the original and will be checked before departure so to 
ensure no nasty surprises while sitting at a far flung border.
Passport, must be valid for at least six months after completion of this 
expedition, passport must also have at least 15 empty pages
Five colour passport photos
Your original local driver’s license
For riders bringing their own bikes, the original bike registration document 
known as the V5 logbook in the U.K



International drivers license I.D.P available at your motoring organisation e.g.: 
AAA in the U.S, R.A.C in the U.K, R.A.C.V, R.A.A etc in Australia.
Credit card, either Visa or Master Card
ATM card
Original travel insurance documents
Visa’s
Please supply to us one photocopy of all documents and keep two copies for 
yourself
A current vaccination certificate showing all inoculations

Things of a personal nature
Camera, SLR and a small digital one to carry in the jacket
Sleeping bag
Mp3, I-pod or something similar
Swiss army knife
Dairy
A complete list of things to take will be included with your Pre-Departure
Booklet

RECOMMENDED RIDING GEAR
As bikers you will undoubtedly already have your own
personal riding gear. The list below is simply a guide to what 
you need to be comfortable for the duration of the expedition

Helmet
A full face helmet is essential; riding with a motocross style 
and goggles will be extremely uncomfortable for such a long 
expedition especially in dusty conditions. A silk or thermal 
balaclava worn under the helmet is also a life saver on those 
cold mornings.

Clothing
Waterproof gear is absolutely essential as is removable liners in both the pants and 
riding jacket. You will be riding through virtually every weather condition so a 
good jacket and pants that can be adapted to the riding conditions will only 
enhance your experience. A thermal fleece such as Paddy Palin, Himalaya or 
Patagonia is excellent for wearing under your jacket on colder days. A set of light 
coveralls is indispensable.

Boots
Again this is a personal choice, a pair of motocross boots are of course ideal but 
they are cumbersome and bulky to carry half way around the world, (I personally 
have never owned a pair). A pair of knee high leather riding boots is a great 
compromise, they are light, robust and can be polished up to go out at night.



Sunglasses
Don’t forget your sunglasses. A good pair of strong sunglasses is essential; the light 
is intense out in the blazing Central Asia deserts.

SIGHTS INCLUDED ON THIS EXPEDITION
Entrances to all national parks mentioned in the itinerary
All museum entrances as per itinerary
Moreno Glacier boat trip
Beale Channel cruise
Punto Tombo penguin Colony    
Puerto Madryn tour
City tour of Buenos Aires
La Boca
Tango show in Buenos Aires
Foz do Iguaçu tour
Schooner trip off the coast of Brazil
Rio city tour including Christ the Redeemer, Sugarloaf Mountain, Copocabana, Ipanema
Salvador city tour
Sete Cidades excursion, Brazil 
Amazon River ferry 
Amazon Jungle Indigenous excursion
Flight to Angel Falls and Canaima National Park, Venezuela
Los Llanos National Park and Piranha fishing tour
Lima city tour, Peru
Flight over Nazca Lines
Entrance to Colca Canyon
Excursion to Machu Picchu   
Excursion to the floating islands of Lake Titicaca 
La Paz city tour 
Potosi mine tour 
4x 4 trip across the Salar de Uyuni, Bolivia 
Valle de la Luna excursion, Chile 


We are sure you will have a thousand more questions; we hope so. Below are our 
full contact details. Thanks for spending your time reading this info kit. We hope 
it has inspired you to challenge yourself, if not riding with us then just riding and 
enjoying this remarkable world that we live in.

Thankyou from the Compass Expeditions crew

An important note: the word “medic” does not imply that our medic is a doctor or 
paramedic, but our medic will have successfully completed advanced first aid 
training at the very least. The word “mechanic” does not imply that our mechanic 
is a fully qualified BMW technician, but our mechanic will be very experienced 
with BMW motorcycles



Australian Office
Email: info@compassexpeditions.com
Phone: + 61 3 53 68 64 73 (international)
1300 887 327 (within Australia)
Website: www.compassexpeditions.com

New Zealand office
Christian Moore
Email: christian@compassexpeditions.com

U.S office
Eric Lange
Email: us@compassexpeditions.com
Phone: 1 (305) 600-0611

Benelux office
Dirk Taalman
Email: dirk@compassexpeditions.com

German office
Rasmus Reuter
Email: rasmus@compassexpeditions.com

UK office
Jack Wilkins
Email: jack@compassexpeditions.com

mailto:jack@compassexpeditions.com



